Effects of disordered interchain interactions on polaron dynamics in semiconducting polymers.
Polaron dynamics in a system of two randomly coupled polymer chains is simulated using a nonadiabatic evolution method. The simulations are performed within the framework of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model modified to include disordered interchain interactions and an external electric field. By analysing the polaron velocity statistically, we find that the polaron motion is determined by the competition between the electric field and the disordered interchain interactions. Polaron dynamics are classified into two types, weak-coupling dynamics and strong-coupling dynamics. It is found that the strength of interchain interactions is the dominant factor controlling charge propagation in weak-coupling dynamics, whereas the effects of disorder are dominant in strong-coupling dynamics. The charge carriers tend to have higher mobility for stronger interchain coupling, and interchain coupling disorder can be favorable for charge transport depending on the coupling strength and the electric field.